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Thomas Benson’s

FAKE NEWS
Upper Sixth

Art

rump was used in my work to hone in on ideas of altered information 
to suit a particular agenda - protecting the interests of the those in 
positions of influence. I also wanted to explore how ‘fake news’ has an 
insuppressible profitability allowing it to continue and grow in influence. 

Such topics have been central to Trump’s campaign and presidency. I used 
the colours of the American flag, quotations from an ‘unnamed source’, dollar 
bills etc. All alluding to President Trump. The friction seen in the centre of the 
piece through the excessive amount of ideas all in the same space mirrors 
the current state of the nation; everyone seemingly divided more than ever 
in recent times. This friction is reflected in the media which we have come 

accustomed to seeing every day. 
Trump’s inauguration was another source of inspiration due to it becoming an 
ongoing point of discussion and controversy in the media over the following 
weeks it had taken place. Sean Spicer infamously refused to answer questions 
after stating that Trump had drawn ‘the largest audience ever to witness an 
inauguration’ which was false. This then lead on to another press secretary 
for Trump, Kellyanne Conway, to defend Spicer by stating that he had given 
‘alternative facts’. This subject only strengthened Trump’s self-inflicted ‘War 
with the media’ which then sparked the idea to use his quotations in my final 

piece.
At the centre of the piece are wires in the colours of the American flag, 
quotations from Donald Trump criticising the media and dollar bills. All these 
aspects of the piece are present to symbolise Trump and his involvement in 
the media. Trump is a very active member of Twitter and his account seems to 
be at the heart of many news stories as it is a way in which the president can 
communicate directly to the people. However, with his account, there is no 
press secretary advisors, no censorship - which allows for a raw and frequently 
controversial insight into the mind of a world leader. The circuit boards again 
represent digital media, the most commonly used and instant news source.

T
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FINLEY ROWLAND

ELLIE DEARDEN

JOHN SMITHAINA MARTORELL COMAS



Art
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ELLIE DEARDEN

Eleanor’s embroidered artwork depicts A Game of Life. It 
references several board games along with her political beliefs. 
She has shown her four family members all playing a different 
role in society – the playing cards on the right hand side show 
each family member as a different playing card character. The 
ladder on the left-hand side is to show social mobility, where 
climbing a ladder can be restrictive to one’s social class; if you 
closely in the ladder you can see little words showing different 

brands associated with class stereotypes. 
The section at the bottom is to symbolise the Monopoly board 
and reflect the difficulty of house-buying in the UK; the 0s are 
to show the low interest rates which affect people financial 
people’s savings. The green and lilac banner indicates her 
passion for the suffragette movement and how many of the 
feminist themes resonant in the suffragette’s protests are still 

relevant today. 
The scrabble letters in the centre read #covfefe; this is a 
satirical comment on Donald Trump and his reliance on social 
media, specifically twitter, within his presidency. Eleanor has 
embroidered each face by hand and used a mixture of collage 

and typographical printing.

The Game of Life
Vth Form

JOHN SMITH

Ellie Dearden

Journey
Finley’s painting is based on his half term holiday. He was at 
Rugby train station and took some sketches down in preparation 
to produce the painting. Finley’s painting relates to the notion of 
transport, following our theme of ‘The Road’ in class, where he 
has been exploring the concept of travel and journeys. Finley’s 
use of paint aims to reflect the idea of movement, with quick 

brushstrokes and layered colours.                         

Aina has produced a miniature light installation. Inside the bell jar 
are paper cuts of natural forms which interact with the light. The 
fluorescent perspex disc on top of the cylindrical painting reflects 
the inside light with a tangerine glow. Aina’s theme was ‘Surfaces’ 
- she has explored the sense of natural surfaces in plants by 
not only considering the physical surface, but also the echo and 
shadow created by plants’ surfaces. The copper spirals inside 
this terrarium of light add to the sense of growth and movement, 
whilst acting as a support to the papers inside. Aina has created 

a beautifully dinky world of luminescence and vibrancy.

Finley Rowland

Remove

Illuminate
Vth Form

AINA MARTORELL COMAS Aina Martorell Comas
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TAL GOLDSTEIN’S

PSYCHIC
SKETCH NO.2

Lower Sixth
The piece ‘Psychic Sketch no.2’, is part of a set of 5 screen prints made during 
a recent project looking at the effects of abstraction on the human mind. I 
took this concept and tried to alter it, so that instead of having an analytical 
piece of writing on the effects of pieces, such as  suprematist composition 
by Kazimir Malevich, and, double take by Lothar Gotz, I created a sketch 
of what someone’s brain might look like when observing these abstract 
masterpieces. Before delving into the meaning behind the compositional 
aspects of the piece, it is interesting to look at how the piece was constructed. 

The piece was created by taking a screen and placing masking tape on the 
ares that I would want to keep the same colour as the canvas below, while 
the ares not covered would become this dark blue when the ink passed 
through the screen. When looking at the placement of tape I took into 
account the placement of the different structures in the brain. Making sure 
that no quadrilateral was the same and served a different function just like 
the different structures in the brain. Whilst this piece was a sketch, I was 
able to distort certain features of the ‘ban’ so that they were larger than 
other parts. This is the case with the synapse-like lines that stretch across 
the page which in reality are much smaller than most of the other structure. 
When the screenprint finally dried, I felt as though it was missing a certain 
lifeliness to it. So on further research I learnt that electrical pulses firing off 
through neurons are what carry messages that make our bodies function. 
So to create these impulses I took multicoloured thread and stitched these 
long lines across and through the synapses. The use of the multicoloured 
thread was to represent the complexity of the messages that go through 
the human mind. Not being a biologist myself meant that this was never 
going to be an accurate sketch, but taking into account the inspiration for 
the piece I think that the abstract nature of it is justified, and therefore, is 

successful as a sketch of the human mind.

Art
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Politics

As of now, North Korea are sending 22 
participants to the Winter Olympics in 

Pyeongchang, South Korea.

North Korea decided to reopen the barrier 
which disables communication with 
South Korea at the beginning of January. 
Although many people may not think this 
is a great idea, there are a lot of reasons as 
to why this could benefit both North Korea 
and South Korea. However, the reason for 
the reopening of the barrier, is due to the 
Winter Olympics which are happening soon.

Many people believed that having the 
Winter Olympics in South Korea could 
be a great disappointment on the World 
Stage. However, because North Korea 
are sending athletes across the Korean 
Peninsula, this allows South Korea to be 
at rest - at least for the time being. It was 
believed that missile “testing”, could take 
place during ‘The Games’, or even worse…

Although in recent Olympic Events, 
North and South Korea have sometimes 
appeared under shared flags, creating a 
sense of warm fellowship, due to recent 
history which allowed the two countries to 
conflict, we know that there is no feeling 
of harmony shared between the countries.
n 1950, there was a war between North 
Korea and South Korea, which lasted 
3 years, until a ceasefire agreement 
was signed. However, North Korea sent 
multiple assassination attempts towards 
South Korea over a 10 year period, which 
then led North Korea to not obeying 
the Armistice of 1953. This resulted in 

artillery fire being sent across the border 
from both countries, multiple times. 
Although these acts are unacceptable, 
and almost unforgiveable, one is led to 
believe that this is a great opportunity 
for international relations, showing that 
all people can become unified through 
activities such as sport, even though there 
may be a lot of history in the situation.

Even though as humans, we are all entitled 
to having rights; there should be a barrier 
drawn to what people can and can’t do. 
Some may say that due to recent acts 
involving Kim Jong Un, North Korea should 
not be allowed to participate. However, 
allowing North Korea into the Winter 
Olympics is a great way to decrease 
the tension between the two countries. 
Consequently, most people believe that it is 
acceptable for North Korea to be given the 
ability to participate in the Winter Olympics, 
given the history the two countries share.

Daire Matiluko
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Why deleting my 
Instagram was the 
best decision I ever 
made
5 million images are uploaded daily onto 
Instagram.
 
Over the past few months I have matured in a way 
I did not know I could. I cannot say that I am free of 
my insecurities, but the ones that had artificially 
manifested through the medium of Instagram 
have now gone. When should I post? What should 
I post? Why should I post? Why don’t I look like 
that? How can I look like that? Why is everyone 
happy? I thought people needed to know what 
I looked like and if I still existed. I even started 
to believe that posting made me happy. That 
constant lie I was telling myself became blown 
out of proportion to a point where I was reliant 
on Instagram to save the days when I felt low.

I can assure you that I do not look like my 
pictures and neither does anyone else for that 
matter. They are one out of 60 to 500 photos 
from all different angles and poses, edited then 
filtered. They are not a true representation of a 
person; they do not expose our personalities, 
voices, opinions… the list goes on. Unfortunately, 
most people do not even realise what 
this app is doing to them. 
“According to a study of Australian 
consumers by San Francisco-based media-
buying firm RadiumOne, social media 
usage is a dopamine gold mine. “Every time 
we post, share, ‘like,’ comment or send 
an invitation online, we are creating an 
expectation,” according to the study. “We 
feel a sense of belonging and advance our 

concept of self through sharing.”

An abundance of times this year, I deleted my 
Instagram app. Sometimes for a few weeks, 
sometimes days, sometimes hours, only to 
then re-download it later on, starting the 
never ending cycle all over again. I started 
to feel anxious as I was so dependant on 
the app. Instead of spending time outside, 
I’d spend hours endlessly scrolling through 
photographs and deciphering when and

what to upload next. I slowly but surely 
started to realise that I was addicted. And 
yes, it sounds funny - people always laugh. 
But in actual fact, studies regarding social 
media proves that it is just as addictive as 
any other addictive substance on earth. 
 
Go-Globe, a leading website development 
company, traced the Stats and Trends of 
social media addiction, revealing that it is 
probably more common than we think. 

With an estimated 2.08 billion social media 
users in the world, users between the ages 
of 15 to 19 (i.e. us) spending on average 
3 hours on their social media accounts 
every day. Yet, it isn’t really surprising as 
the average number of social media apps 
Smartphone users have is 7.4. Amazingly, 
18% of social media abusers can’t even go 
a few hours without checking Facebook.



When I deleted the app, I only wanted to 
download it again minutes later. What am I 
missing? The whole world, it seemed. What 
I was really missing was the feeling of being 
wanted. Rather than social media being 
an escape from the outside world it was 
imprisoning me and going outside became a 
rarity. Shouldn’t it be the other way around? 
Every time I went out I took selfies and pictures 

thinking “I need to post 
that”, wanting everyone 
to see it. This might 
sound quite harsh, but 
at the end of the day I 
was once you too, yet I’m 
going to say it anyway. 
No one cares about 
your selfie. No one really 
cares but your social 
media account. But that’s 
the mind-set you have 
got yourself into. We all 
think that everyone cares 
about the selfies, the way 
you look but to tell you 
the truth, most people 
look, see your name, like, 
then forget about you 
and get on with their day.
 
A previous Instagram 
Model named Essena 
O’Neill came out in 2015 

announcing that she was quitting social media, 
in particular Instagram. Yes, the very thing 
that made her money. With over half a million 
followers, her livelihood was coming from 
social media but she experienced a “wake-up 
call”. She explained that everything she posted 
was “edited and contrived to get more value”, 
with companies exploiting her and social 
media to get people to buy their products. 
O’Neill revealed that she “had it all but was still 
miserable” because of the way social media 
was affecting her mental health. Striving to be 
perfect, and looking at other people wondering 
why you don’t look like that, is not healthy.
 
On her YouTube video, I scrolled down into 
the depths of the comments and saw some 
outraged people saying that they were sick 
of “white girl problems” as there are poverty 
stricken people around the world who can 

barely afford food let alone a phone contract. 
And yes that is one of the main “issues” 
clouding our Earth today yet everybody, no 
matter how “lucky” you are, faces problems. 
And this very situation in our current world is 
becoming very problematic for the majority 
of younger people as it has been thrust 
upon us from older generations without 
them really realising what impact it has. We 
can’t disregard every problem that people 
“luckier” than most have just because others 
are having it worse off. We must consider 
each trouble at a time and speak out when 
something is affecting our health. Of course 
there are always “more important things” 
but note the “more” not the “important” and 
see that this is an equally relevant issue too.
 

If you become a person who wants to please 
everyone else, how do you even know what 
it is like to be you? The real you? I find it 
extremely distressing that it is becoming 
a platform for people to gloat and prove 
themselves. But FINALLY, it is almost as 
if as if I have been handed the red pill. 
Everything that was hidden from me before 
is starting to become so painfully obvious. 
Most Instagram posts are photoshopped, 
filtered, in the best light, at the perfect angle. 
You’re only seeing a “plandid”, manufactured 
almost to sell a warped representation of 
oneself so that other people can ‘like’ you.
 
(PLANDID meaning: a planned candid photo 
to make it seem as if someone has been 
caught off guard but knows exactly what they 
are doing and what they are trying to achieve).

Culture

Izzy Ward
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The 
Power 
of our 

Poetic WORDS
Oscar Isaacs

Since the beginning of recorded history, the 
stories of Virgil and Homer have captivated 
readers, movie/theatre producers and 
audiences alike, making these stories, which 
are over two millennia old, timeless relics. 
But what a number of people do not realise, 
is that the Odyssey and the Aeneid are in fact 
poems. Poems without a distinct rhythm nor 
rhyme scheme so many would say they are not 

poems. 

But then one must ask, what is a poem exactly? 
If I were to put forward a line of conventional 

poetic form,

‘A cat ate the rat called pat

Then fell on the floor. Splat’. 

Anyone could point out the rhyme scheme 
in this two line poem, but what exactly does 
it represent. Unless one analyses it as if they 
are staring The Picture of Dorian Grey down 
during their third year of an Oxford English 
course finding a convoluted example of a cat 
eating a rat then getting it’s comeuppance, it 
represents nothing. The poem has no meaning, 

nor reason.
But then, if we take a line from The Aeneid, 

‘The inward fire eats the soft marrow away,

And the internal wound bleeds on in silence’

It has no obvious rhythm nor any kind of 
rhyme scheme, but it represents hardship 
in the wake of love, which in the context of 
the epic poem brings a tear to one’s eye. The 
protagonist Aeneas, when forced down either 
the path of love or fate, has fate forced uon 
him. Love doesn’t always work out the way 
one wants it to. This is a message that is still 
sadly prevalent in 2018 where divorce rates are 
huge and so many people are crushed by the 

disappointment of unreciprocated love. 
It is words that are truly poetic, even if a poem 
has a distinct rhythm and rhyme it is the 
words that are truly powerful. What makes the 
average limerick different than the poem “This 
is the Place” by Tony Walsh is that although 
both have rhythm and rhyme, the latter had 
the power in its words to unite an entire city 
and country which was grieving after the worst 
terror attack in recent British history. Is that not 
what a poem truly is? Using words to capture 
the minds and hearts of countless readers and 

listeners. 
From this ideal, the medium of Slam Poetry 
was created. Poetry that is not designed for 
reading, nor to have a rhyme scheme that 
could possibly draw attention away from one’s 

words is Slam. 
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Many that do not understand the medium would 
call it a monologue, and in a way it is: it is one 
person venting their views to an audience. With 
this in mind, there is potential for so many 
slam poems that are whiny and unoriginal. 
Like any normal poem, it is the power in words 
and phrases that make the poem beautiful. My 
favourite poem is a slam poem, OCD by Neil 
Hilborn which brought me to tears the first time 
I read it. The poem does not have rhyme nor 
structure. It is a story with strong syllables and 
passion in Neil’s delivery. The slam movement 
is about passion in words without rhyme or 
music or props. If one is truly passionate, 
they will weave together beautiful phrases.

‘Usually, when I obsess over things, I see germs 
sneaking into my skin.

I see myself crushed by an endless succession 
of cars…

And she was the first beautiful thing I ever got 
stuck on’

This phrase from OCD holds so much power and 
emotion and is more poetic than “The lamb’s 
yams” could ever hope to have. And this is why 
we must embrace the change that mainstream 
poetry is undertaking. We are finally resorting 
back to the old days of Homer where poems 
were designed for speaking and getting points 
across through words and performance alone. 
Back to the ancient days of Poetry. Seizing what 
it truly means and represents. Poetry is meant 
for performance and over the last few years we 
are beginning to understand that again. So many 
people in their daily life experience poetry without 
even realising it. I consider the greatest living poet 
to be Eminem, simply based off of the power he 
holds through his words and performance alone. 
So, we must look forward to what poetry has 
to offer us in the years to come because once 
again it is becoming more centred on words and 
performance. That is not to say romantic and 
gothic poems aren’t sensational, because they 
are. I am just happy to see poetry evolving with 
its olden ancestors in mind. Poetry is a beautiful 
movement that has become an industry worth 
millions thanks to people such as Kate Tempest 
and Eminem, that have put emphasis on their 
performance and words just as much as the rhyme 
scheme and “flow”. This is the power of our words.

Forrest Gump: Movie Review

Even though it might be an oldie, it’s still a goodie, 
which means for me to say that Forrest Gump 
is my favourite movie of all time. Zemeckis, the 
director, intertwines humour, loss, drama and 
Vietnam beautifully. The protagonist manages 
to experience every major historical event from 
the 1950s to 1980s. Robert Zemeckis, uses 
computerized visual legerdemain in order to place 
Gump in historic situations with actual people, 
and is able to create some comical moments, as 
when Johnson checks the wound in what Forrest 
describes as “my butt-ox.” The movie is this time 
period seen through the eyes of Forrest Gump, a 
character I have never seen before (and doubt I will 
ever see again). Forrest Gump has a low IQ of 75, 
which makes it seem that Forrest sees everything 
that happens to him, like how a child would. 
This makes him lack cynicism however his great 
amount of luck may have contributed to this. How 
lucky Forrest Gump is a running gag in the movie. 
Forrest becomes a football hero, then wins the 
Medal of Honour winner for his bravery in Vietnam, 
and then becomes a Ping-Pong champion, the 
millionaire stockholder, as he gets shares in a 
new “fruit company” called Apple Computer, 
and the man who runs across America and then 
retraces his steps. Forrest’s journey contrasts with 
his childhood friend Jenny’s. Jenny experiences 
the counterculture. She enjoys psychedelics, 
flower power, anti-war rallies, love-ins, drugs and 
even needles. In the end Forrest and Jenny have 
covered all of the landmarks of our recent cultural 
history, which makes the movie truly magical.

 
Forrest Gump won 6 Academy Awards, 
including best actor and best director, 
demonstrating that it is a remarkable film.

Bella Tatford

Culture/Reviews
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THE
SPANISH
TRIP

MAYA GALLAGHER

Before the end of last term, the Spanish and art 
students at A Level went on a memorable trip to 
Madrid. We did a range of trips in the centre of the 
city, from Sol (the area where we were staying) to 
different art galleries, restaurants, the royal palace 
and even watching live flamenco dancers perform.
 
Most days the art students and the Spanish 
students separated and visited different spectacles 
that the city had to offer relevant to our topics but 
generally everything was in a group all together. 
The around where we stayed in, Puerta del Sol is 
the biggest attraction for tourists coming to visit 
Madrid and the heart of its city centre. It’s also 
one of the biggest areas for shopping, also home 
to the famous statue of ‘El Oso y el Madroño’. On 
the first day we arrived we had a walking tour of 
the area we were staying in (Sol); and later in the 
week we went shopping in their shopping district. 
Then we returned to our hotel, rested, and made 
a trip out to the first restaurant. It was a refreshing 
way to finish our first day on arriving to Madrid.
 
On the second day we started the day by having 
breakfast at the La Mallorquina in Puerta de 
Sol, which would be our regular place to go 
for breakfast in the morning for the rest of the 
week (personally I thought the ensaimadas 
were delicious). Next, we went onto another 
walking tour, letting us see more of all the hidden 
secrets. After the walking tour, we went to the 
Prado Museum and saw various art works. In the 
afternoon, the Spanish and the art students split; 

the Spanish students went on the walking tour 
in Royal Madrid inside the Placio Real, Almudena 
Cathedral, Plaza de España and the Templo de 
Debod where they saw the inside of the royal 
palace. The art students instead went to the gallery of 
the Reina Sofía Museo where they further saw many 
art works. Then at the end of the day we went to a 
vegetarian tapas were we all had either pizza or pasta.

Afterwards we had churros in Sol, which was 
probably the best food I had in Madrid, as 
the Spanish are famous for this iconic snack.
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Excursions
 In the evening, instead of having a normal dinner we 
went to a flamenco show, where we saw traditional 

Spanish dancers.
 
ON our last day, we went to the ancient Roman 
town outside Madrid for the day. We tiresomely 
climbed their castle with 600 steps, however the 
view made it worth the while (with a few photos 
too). Afterwards the art students were drawing in 
various locations of the city (the Spanish students 
attempted to join in but it was more like trying and 
failing miserably), with some shopping after. Finally 
we saw the famous aqueduct, which stood with 160 
arches and overlooked the main entrance. In some of 
our spare time, we additionally went to Retiro Park, 
in the centre of Madrid, where we saw an unplanned 
exhibition in the greenhouse in the middle of the 

park.
 
Just before we left, we visited the Reina Sofia to 
see El Guernica, which was especially extraordinary 
and magnificent to see in person, and much bigger 
than expected! Personally, it was my favourite 
painting out of all the galleries we went to, since 
it had so much meaning and history behind it.
 
The trip itself was a new experience for me, but 
also I suppose for everyone else too! Experiencing 
a different environment and culture compared to 
England was magical. We encountered many things 
whether it was from the Reina Sofia compared 
to having churros with hot chocolate on the side 
street, every little or big thing was very new and 
very different. I would definitely recommend for 
people to visit there, even if it’s not for a school 
trip - there isn’t anything comparable to what the 
city itself can offer you and what you can learn.
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Does the Wonder movie 
adaptation live up to the 
novel?
I’ve been pleased by the success of Stephen 
Chbosky’s movie adaptation to R J Palacio’s 
novel Wonder. The movie was released near 
the end of 2017, five years after Palacio 
wrote the story. With a well-chosen cast, 
including Julia Roberts, Owen Wilson and 
Jacob Tremblay, I feel the movie agreeably 
captures the novel’s main principle: that 
we should always choose to be kind and 
inclusive to people, like to August Pullman, 
the protagonist, who was born with facial 
deformities. Wonder gently confronts the 
topic of bullying, which has led us to question 
“what kind of character do we have?”
 
R J Palacio’s idea for her novel Wonder sparked 
from an incident where she and her son were 
waiting in line to buy ice cream. Her son noticed 
a girl with facial birth defects and started to cry. 
Palacio wondered what it must be like for that 
child, having to deal with reactions like that. 
This leads us to question what would we do in a 
difficult position like this? The incident inspired 
the novel’s main message, which focuses on 
teaching society a valuable lesson on how to 
treat others with kindness. This scenario is clearly 
integrated throughout the novel with August 
Pullman who constantly has to deal with children 
staring at him as if he belongs to a different 
species. How do you face a world every day 
that doesn’t always know how to face you back?
 
Young actor Jacob Tremblay portrays August in 
the movie, naturally inhabiting the character. He 

conveys August’s pain and vulnerability as well 
as showing the audience his fun and humorous 
side, sticking to the family drama genre. It is 
enjoyable that the movie represents August’s 
personality accurately to the audience, however 
the movie is also slightly distrustful. The way in 
which August’s physical appearance is conveyed 
can be misleading, as Palacio never gave an 
accurate description of August’s deformities 
in the novel. When August is introducing 
himself he states “I won’t describe what I look 
like, whatever you’re thinking it’s probably 
worse”; which provokes a tempting image in 
the reader’s mind to see through August’s 
unknown identity. I think that the visual mystery 
which lies at the core of the novel is what made 
it so compelling. The reader has to solve it 
themselves with their own imaginations. But 
only a few minutes into the movie, the essential 
enigma of the book is over. In the cinema, I 

responded the reveal with a mixture 
of satisfaction and disappointment.
 
I liked Palacio’s style of writing as 
she fixated on articulating August’s 
story through getting the reader 
to understand him and not his 
physical appearance. Throughout 
the novel, there is the repeated 
concept of being judged by one’s 
appearance, instead of getting to 
know the individual first, as August 
states “I wish every day could be 
Halloween. We could all wear 
masks all the time. Then we could 
walk around and get to know each 
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Reviews

Ruby Atkins

This is one of the few non fiction books I have 
read, and it was definitely worth it. The short book 
is a collection of interviews from a mixture of 
convicted rapists, victims of rape and many other 
people who work with or have experienced the 
effects of rape in some way. Each interview is a 
new look at rape. Each person has a different story 
behind the crime or crimes that they were involved 
with. It’s a really frank presentation of the issue 
which really shows the realism of each horrific 
experience. Every crime is told unromanticized 
and to the point; even the feeling and emotions 
of each person involved become facts. 

It reads like the documentary that it eventually 
became, with the only exception being that there 
was no role of the interviewer in the novel. I 
thought it was a good choice to not include the 
interviewers voice as it removes all possibility 
of any emotional bias coming through into the 
stories and keeps the focus on the subjects and 
what they have to say. Although the book was 
published in 1983, the stories are still very much 
relevant to today. The same question is asked 
repeatedly throughout this book - the very same 
ones many still ask today, time and time again.
They often look at the influence of media 
and pornography, asking all the convicted 
rapists if it played any part in their crime. As a 
response, it’s interesting to read that social 
pressures and bad family environments are 
just as likely to be a motivator as media.
I think it’s ‘Why Men Rape’ is a very relevant 
book, and although there is no page turning 
plot, it’s definitely worth the read, if solely for 
all the universally asked questions about rape.

Why Men Rape
Sylvia Levine and Joseph Koenig

Leila Mirza

looked like under the masks.” This 
reflects the moral of ‘not judging a 
book by its cover’, which the movie 
adaptation was able to carry across 
to the audience. Palacio deals with a 
sensitive subject that I believe relates 
to today’s society, which has become so 
focused on image, leading us to quickly 
pass judgement on the way someone 
looks. I thought the choice of actors 
were great as they achieved to express 
the subject to the audience well, with 
a light hearted approach, as well as 
staying meaningful. The structure of 
the novel is made up of different point 
of views, allowing us to hear August’s 
thoughts about his family, his fears of 
going to school for the first time after 
being home-schooled, and the stories 
of his attempts of friendships    over the 
years. We are guided towards feeling, 
rather than seeing, what it is like to be 

August. The different points of views depict the 
novel as something much larger than a story about 
a boy struggling to make his way through school; it 
is also a novel that conveys how everybody has a 
story. Although, this is a difficult concept to translate 
in a movie. I feel the movie succeeded in displaying 
the different point of views of the other people in 
August’s life, such as his sister, and how it impacts 
them. The movie was able to portray the insightful 
minds of the different characters well. Additionally, 
the viewer is able to see the different choices each 
character makes on deciding whether to choose 
kindness. The duality of human nature is explored, 
as “we carry with us, as human beings, not just the 
capacity to be kind, but the very choice of kindness”, 
which conveys how the ability to be kind is innate.
 
Nevertheless, the novel Wonder seems unable to be 
presented with the same strong sensations in the 
cinema whilst having the same parallel effect when 
reading it. It did not articulate the moral messages 
as clearly as the novel. Maybe its greatest influence 
resides in the field of literature? I think it was a 
challenge for the director, Stephen Chbosky, to try 
and make the movie live up to the novel. Overall in 
my opinion, the movie does justice to August’s story, 
but it doesn’t do justice to the novel. It is a powerful 
and insightful narrative, which is eye opening and 
has morals which you can take away into your own 
life. Wonder is a work of realism, where Palacio’s 
story influences the reader with important morals 
throughout, as August quotes to be “kinder than 
is necessary. Because it’s not enough to be kind. 
One should be kinder than needed.”  After all, these 
are the qualities that define us as human beings.
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The Last Jedi: Controversy 
Explained

Star Wars VIII: The Last Jedi was released on December 14th 2017 and, when the review 
embargo was lifted the next day, was met with overwhelmingly positive reviews which 
lauded it as the greatest in the series since Empire Strikes Back. However, audience 

scores were much lower, even saying that the film was the worst since Episode II.

When analysing this disparity (audience score on Rotten Tomatoes sits at 50% whereas 
critic score is at 91%) it is important to first acknowledge factors separate from the 
flaws of the film. For example, the exceptionally low audience score on RT may have 
been due to an artificial deflation of the score by a vocal minority of TLJ critics, similarly 
demonstrated by the fact that the IMDB audience score currently sits at 7.6/10, which 
may be in response to the initial backlash against the film. Both of these statistics 
suffer from the fact that neither service ask for verification that a user has watched 
a film before posting a review, making score manipulation very easy. Therefore, a 
sturdier indicator of audience opinion must be found, such as CinemaScore. However, 
TLJ boasts a CinemaScore rating of A, which seemingly exposes the huge disparity 
between audience and critic reviews as nothing but an artificial deflation of audience 

score.
That being said, the movie certainly had many flaws which evoked an emotional 
response from many long-term Star Wars fans, thereby providing the basis for this 
perceived controversy. For example, TLJ spends a considerable portion of its run time 
on a pointless side story that serves absolutely no purpose in relevance to the greater 
plot. Furthermore, many fans believed that Luke Skywalker didn’t act in accordance 
with his character in the original trilogy, even Mark Hamill stated that he “fundamentally 
disagreed with everything” that Director Rian Johnson had written for his character.
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Reviews

In addition, this film misuses several 
characters such as Captain Phasma, who 
gets 5 minutes of screen time and then 
dies pointlessly, and Finn, who spends the 
majority of his time going through the exact 
same character arc that he had in episode 
VII. I myself found that I couldn’t overlook 
the films many oversights, including the 
absurd amount of plot holes (I won’t list 
them as they are too numerous), despite 
the fact that I made excuses for the film 
on account of my love for the series. These 
gripes manifested in many user reviews 
which, while largely proven to be a means 
of artificial deflation of audience score, still 
reveal large disparity between the audience 
that highlighted the films flaws and the 
critics that seemingly overlooked them.

However, while the film failed in several 
aspects it also succeeded in others, providing 
the basis for the endless praise from critics 
and a high CinemaScore. For example, 
while many believe that Luke acted out of 
character, when looking at his character 
arc in this film alone (rather than the whole 
series) it was executed well: Luke’s failures 
are explored and, by the end of the film, he 
comes to terms with them, culminating in his 
fight with Kylo Ren and iconic death before 
the twin suns; a call back to his humble 
origins on Tatooine. It is also notable that 
the movie almost entirely removes the older 
generation of characters from the picture 
as both Snoke and Luke die, leaving the 

franchise almost entirely in the hands of 
the next generation, which could perhaps 
lead to interesting development in episode 
IX. Many also praised the decision to reveal 
that Rey’s parents were nobody special as 
they believed it brought back the mystique 
of the force. However, this decision was also 
widely criticised as many believed that the 
fact that anyone could become a jedi had 
already been established in the prequels 
(Anakin, the protagonist of the trilogy, was a 
slave) and that the issue had only been raised 
again in order to spawn endless sequels and 
spin offs. Despite criticism of these concepts, 
they provided a basis for the praise of the 
film by general audiences and critics alike.

Overall, while the disparity between 
audiences and critics has largely been 
disproven as mere audience score deflation, 
a significant conflict still exists between 
a more specific group of fans and the 
wider audience. The basis for this conflict 
exists in both the flaws and successes of 
the film as both groups latch on to one of 
these concepts whilst largely ignoring the 
other. This is evident as, when exploring 
audience reviews and critic reviews, it is 
significantly more difficult to find a review 
that acknowledges both the positives and 
negatives of the film than it is to find a review 
that either sings endless praise for TLJ or 
condemns it as the worst film in the series.

Lucas Ward
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Is Netball showing an increase in popularity with high 
hopes for future years?

Netball, the sport known as to be: lacking in 
assurance and sophistication, whereby key skills 
include simple things such as ‘a bit of catching’, 
and ‘a bit of throwing’. During early years of 
an average girl’s school life, netball is often a 
major part of activities that take place and is 
something that remains fixed in our memories as 
a key aspect of our childhood. Whilst competition 
remains high, external views of the sport remain 
low. Although we show strong play within the 
UK, generally sitting in the top five rankings, it 
could be said that it has a reputation for being 
slightly elitist. The English stereotype may 
view netball as a static sport, one where you 
simply stand still with the ball. However this 
misconception can be challenged by competitive 
game play which proves to be fast and effective, 
showing tremendous athleticism and skill. 

Although known to be a ‘non-contact’ sport, 
Netball injuries are within the top ten reasons for 
presentation to hospital emergency departments 
for both adults and children in Australia, where 
it is currently the most popular women’s team 
participation sport. Comments from regular 
netball players such as Morwenna Ferrier from The 
Guardian describe Netball as ‘the least-cool sport 
in the history of all sports’ which of course doesn’t 
seem to help its reputation. It apparently contains 
‘complex rules’ and ‘tremendous restrictions of 
movement’.  As a regular attack player, I am well 
aware of the aggressive and frustrated defence 
players I come across throughout the season. I 
have often come out of a game with bruises, pulled 
muscles and numerous broken fingers. With it 
currently not being an Olympic sport, England 
head coach Tracey Neville states that ‘obviously, 
to increase male participation in netball, would 

increase the chances of it being included in the 
Olympics’.  In Australia and New Zealand ‘it’s 
played equally by both genders’ states Neville, 
therefore it globally isn’t seen as just a woman’s 
game anymore, as the men’s equivalent, known 
as ‘net’s’, is gaining recognition. For example, Jack 
Huxley, 22 has been playing netball for three years 
and hopes to see mens netball filter through and 
suggests that those who think it’s a women’s sport 
‘can think what they want’. However there does 
seem to be hope for Netball’s future as there has 
been a 44% increase in participation at grassroots 
level within the last year, with nearly 30,000 
players joining the courts across England. Not 
only this, but Birmingham in particular seems to 
be thriving with keen Netball players, with super 
league sides known as Seven Stars and Wasps.

Neville continues to support this idea of Netball’s 
profile increasing, saying that ‘Wasps have a large 
fan base and girls want to get into the training 
hubs’. She continues with ‘We’ve never had a 
super league team on our doorstep before’. 
Furthermore, Wasps offer things such as prizes, 
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tickets and games, once again creating a positive effect on audiences. Similarly, The Harborne Hornet’s 
chairperson, known as Fletcher, suggests that ‘There’s been a big boom in the last five years’ and continues 
by saying ‘it’s been a long time coming’, although, there are multiple different reasons for these rises in 
participation and increases in interest. Governing body ‘Sport England’ have released their latest Active 
People survey and are able to announce that 13,100 more people are involved in netball than the previous 
year and Chief Executive Joanna Adams believes that ‘This gives us great confidence’ and suggests that 
we ‘can continue to grow the sport’. Instead of just being a competitive sport, a substantial number of 
people now play netball for pure enjoyment and have taken it on as a hobby, regardless of their age. 
Campaigns such as ‘This Girl Can’ have been hugely successful in motivating women to get fit and challenge 
themselves to do something different, furthermore increasing the participation in Netball. Not only is the 
sport a way to increase fitness, it also allows participants to improve their social lives and make friends.

Florence Molloy

Sport/Reviews
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Basquiat – Boom for Real
One of the biggest UK exhibitions of Basquiat’s 
work just finished the other week – but even 
though you can no longer see his iconic 
graffiti scribbled pieces, he is not an artist you 
want to forget. Despite being a pioneering 
prodigy from the 80s, his work has as much 
if not more, relevance to our society today 
with the seemingly eternal political crisis.

Basquiat led a unique life: he had no formal 
art education, was hit by a car at 7, a runaway 
at 16, ‘taking home a new girl from the club 
every night’ so he had somewhere to sleep, 
and becoming a drug addict (which caused his 
untimely death at 27 from a heroin overdose). 
At first, he started as a graffiti artist through 
his teenage years (with his signature tag 
SAMO – same old shit) but became more 
successful with his paintings. Then his work 
spoke ever more directly and had more 
poignant meaning – he became the only black 
man in a sea of rich, white people, notoriously 
known for beings Warhol’s close friend.

Basquiat was trying to tell us so much; he 
analysed and evaluated society and saw clearly 
its flaws. He teaches us that we should be angry 
about the world sometimes, because it can’t 
be perfect and we shouldn’t be satisfied for 
settling for less. We should never ever ignore 
that, only draw attention to the problems that 
need fixing. In his pieces, Basquiat was trying 
to recreate his own personal anger about 
the racism he experienced in society, with 
the noisy and jarring compositions used as a 
vehicle for social and political concerns. These 
paintings spoke for him too as his own search 
for personal and artistic identity, expressing 
his increasing fear of personal fragmentation 

and dislocation. His social commentary 
becomes a dichotomy: struggling to find 
value whilst desperately trying to vocalise the 
racial injustices that still existed in the world 
and structural systems of power. Basquiat 
purposefully brought these messages together 
through a collection of disparate traditions, 
creating a hybrid between his urban origins and 
his more distant African-Caribbean heritage.

In our current world, everything seems to 
always be at threat. It’s just the way it is – our 
mistakes are haunting us constantly. And 
perhaps the Basquiat of this millennia could 
be beginning right now, and only be herald 
as a genius many decades from now, but, for 
the moment, we can take our independence 
and strength from Basquiat’s painting. 
Learn the lessons he is trying to teach us.

Sophia Lyndon-Stanford
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I have been bemoaning 
for a long time about the 
current absence of noisy 
and melodic guitars in 
the charts to anyone who 
can tolerate being on the 
receiving end of one of my 
rants. Have guitar bands 
really disappeared for ever, 
I find myself wondering on a 
weekly, if not daily, basis?

I have been bemoaning for a long time about the current 
absence of noisy and melodic guitars in the charts to 
anyone who can tolerate being on the receiving end of one 
of my rants. Have guitar bands really disappeared for ever, 
I find myself wondering on a weekly, if not daily, basis?

Enter stage right Shame, a fresh-faced bunch of 
troublemakers from south of the river. Having built 
up a fair old reputation for their swashbuckling live 
shows, they have done the impossible, and managed 
to replicate the sound in the studio. My finger may 
not be as fully on the rock ‘n roll pulse as it once was, 
but this album is one serious bolt from the blue.

There is beauty in their anger. Lyrically they are railing 
against a whole host of different targets but tongues 
are placed firmly in cheeks. Recent single Concrete is 
dripping with emotion; a brooding angst plays out against 
rigorous, vigorous guitar-pop. Singer Charlie Steen’s 
delivery calls to mind some of the finest purveyors of that 
oddly addictive singing/speaking hybrid. He takes aim at 
modern life and all its failings. The album’s killer hook 

can be found in ‘One Rizla’, a song brimming with energy, 
confidence and threat.  This is a song that deserves 
to be blasted out of every pub and club in the land.

Here then is a band that finally offers 
substance to go with style.  At times it’s raw, 
occasionally even thrashy, but Shame seem to promise 
a longevity that the alternative scene has been 
missing for a few years. They also know how to have 
fun (witness their recent farm-based video) and that 
is a quality that is also all too frequently lacking in an 
increasingly po-faced business. Sarcasm 
doesn’t always translate effectively into song 
but here is a debut that bucks that trend.

Adventure is such a pivotal part of creative expression
and rarely has it sounded so refreshing. Could
Shame finally be the great new guitar band 
that we have been impatiently waiting for? 
Indie landfill and snowflakes be gone; there is 
a loud and vital sound emanating from Brixton.

by Mr Bingham
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I’m going to preface this review by stating that as an 
avid St Vincent fan, my feelings towards this album are 
largely based in relation to her earlier work, (which in 
my opinion are some of the best indie albums, ever) but 
I will try to remain impartial. MASSEDUCTION, whilst a 
competent and interesting indie pop album, is not what 
it could have been. St Vincent, (real name Annie Clark) is 
an innovative and incredibly talented artist, particularly 
as a guitarist, but her latest work shows relatively little of 
this. Founded on synthpop beats and opaque imagery, 
Clark fails to explore the delicate intensity of her older 
work (Marry Me, Actor) or the sonic heights of her later 
albums (Strange Mercy, Self-titled). This isn’t to say that 
this is a bad album, far from it, rather that Clark, having 
shown such promise, failed to live up to the hype 
surrounding the newest addition to her catalogue.
 
A long and buzzy media campaign came before its 
release, showing Clark posting sarcastic buzzy vignettes 
on her Instagram account, adopting a robotic latex-
dominatrix character (a look I’m really vibing for her), 
debuting a sleek black bob in place of her normal 
haphazard curls, and speaking in a monotone about the 
bourgeois in interviews. All of this largely manufactured 
imagery culminated in the release of the first single 
‘New York’, a beautiful and simple piano ballad, 
seemingly entirely separate from Clark’s previous 
work. It was quiet, gentle and sweet, and entirely 
unexpected considering her manner throughout the 
promotion of the album. It showed a remarkable 
depth of emotion, and showed great promise for 
the album to come. Then the producer of the album 
was announced, and it was downhill from there.
 
MASSEDUCTION is produced in its entirety by Jack 
Antonoff, famous for producing Lorde’s ‘Melodrama’ (an 
admittedly brilliant endeavour), and many Taylor Swift 
tracks, including most recently ‘Look What You Made 

Me Do’. Yeah. His poppy, beat driven production and 
vocal mixing drown Annie’s exceptional guitar playing 
in a sluggish synth fog; not that it sounded like guitar 
anyway - he shoved it through a vocoder. His production 
works brilliantly on some songs, (Hang on Me, Slow 
disco, Masseduction) but falls far short on others, 
and certainly does not do Annie justice, particularly 
given the stellar production of her earlier work, most 
notably the brilliant electro-rock of 2015’s ‘St. Vincent’.
 
I saw her perform live in October, and whilst not 
disappointed per se (I saw my idol on stage so that 
was enough already), I was surprised by the lack 
of a live band. She sang along to a backing track, 
dressed in fluorescent bondage gear and flanked 
by brightly coloured images of duct taped breasts, 
running through her ‘greatest hits’ before a costume 
change and a full performance of MASSEDUCTION 
in its entirety. Her older songs did not adapt well to 
instrumental backing tracks, and whilst her newer 
material worked better with the revamped format, the 
live band she usually performs with was sorely missed. 
Clark has said she is aiming to make a point about 
the artificial nature of music, but sacrificing musicality 
for a pretentious artistic stand is not excusable.
 
In short - this album frustrates me, more than anything. 
It is very good, but just not the kind of work you have 
come to expect from Clark - which in a way is a good 
thing. But in losing the familiar quirkiness of her previous 
work to a certain extent, you end up losing what makes 
Annie so unique. There are some truly beautiful songs 
on this album (Hang on Me, Slow Disco and Saviour are 
must listens), but it is bloated with poorly mixed bubble 
gum pop tracks disguised as thought out musings on 
society. Not wanting to sound like a hipster, but St 
Vincent’s gone mainstream. And it’s boring me already.

MASSEDUCTION - ST.VINCENT

by James Dulcken
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